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Dear Readers,
The Directorate of Urban Land Transport (DULT) has always endeavoured to implement
something new every year since its inception in 2007-08. This year marked the
beginning of many new initiatives like the ‘Innovation Box’, setting up of Urban Design
Cell, introduction of e-Office etc.
For some time we have been contemplating a newsletter to highlight DULT’s work to
the outside world. It gives me a great pleasure to state that our young - "Advocacy,
Communication & Participatory Planning Team" at DULT has been able to launch the
first newsletter ‘Transit Roots’ effective September 2016. Planned to be a quarterly
feature to begin with, Transit Roots hopes to showcase our work and present our views
to the rest of the world.
Through 'Transit Roots' we also intend to stay connected by sharing information related
to our projects, events, seminars, workshops etc. which also includes regular updates
on ‘Cycle Day’ and ‘Open Street’ events.
We welcome your feedback and suggestions and through 'Transit Roots', let us aim to
come together and collaborate for a better future.
Best Wishes,

V Manjula, IAS

Commissioner, DULT
and E/o Principal Secretary
to Govt. of Karnataka
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Cycling is the most basic form of nonmotorized and sustainable mode of
transport that is faster than walking.
Hence, Cycling is best suited for journeys
greater than a kilometre. It also has health
and environmental benefits which makes
it a mode to be promoted and adopted
in liveable cities. As H.G. Wells has said,
“Cycle tracks will abound in Utopia”,
DULT aims to make Bangalore and
Karnataka the safe cycling destinations of
the country.
This quarter’s theme for our newsletter is
“Cycling and Cities” where we talk
about our aim of designing new attitudes
and aspirations through awareness
initiatives such as “Cycle Day” and “Open
Streets” and our first step towards a city
wide Public Bicycle Sharing System in the
historic city of Mysore (Centre Spread).
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Internship @ DULT

Summer Interns 2016

The Directorate of Urban Land Transport,
Government of Karnataka (DULT) has
grown from its humble beginnings to
rendering challenging solutions since
2007. Internship at DULT comprises of two
terms - one from May to July (summer)
and the other from July and extends till
September or October. A day's visit is
scheduled for students, to Bangalore
Metropolitan Transport Corporation
(BMTC) & Namma Metro (Bangalore
Metro Corporation Limited - BMRCL)
depots & control centre to understand the
day-to-day operations. While in 2015,
25 interns joined internship at DULT, 40
interns joined us in 2016. These 40 interns
were grouped into 8 teams consisting of 5
interns each, working on various projects.

INTERNSHIP 2017
for more information
www.urbantransport.kar.gov.in
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE
QUARTER
The projects include:
• Parking Action Plan - Zone B (Area
inside the Outer Ring Road excluding
area inside the Core Ring Road)
• Bangalore Mobility Indicators (BMI)
2015 - 16
• Yelahanka Bicycle Infrastructure
• Jayanagar Cycle Network Plan
• Station Accessibility Plan - Majestic
• Bangalore Bicycle Master Plan
• Feasibility of Bus Priority Lane on
Sarjapur Road.
• As a part of the internship program,
Geo-Tagging of trees planted under
the Green BRTS Project in HubliDharwad was carried out as a 4 day
exercise.

PBS Mysuru
Mysuru City Corporation is implementing
a citywide bicycle based transportation
system to provide a low-cost, environmentfriendly mobility option for city residents as
well as for tourists. Bicycles will be available
through a network of cycle docking stations.
Users can avail/check out cycles at one
station and return them to any other station
in the network. DULT is the state level
monitoring agency for the implementation
of Public Bicycle Sharing System (PBS)
in Mysuru.
Bicycle docking stations will be physically
integrated with city bus services as well
as railway services to enhance public
convenience and to encourage people to
use PBS for last mile connectivity. The project
is being funded by World Bank GEF grant,
DULT & Mysuru City Corporation.
Non Geared

Geared

PBS is branded as “Trin-Trin” with a
tagline of “Pedal with Pride” in English &
“Hemmeya Sawari” in Kannada.

On 17th July 2016, the brand name,
logo, website, brochure and cycle
models of Mysuru PBS were launched
at a public event held in Mysuru.

PBS consists of 450 cycles at 52
docking stations and is scheduled to
be operational by November 2016.
The initial coverage area will include
key destinations across Mysuru city
like Race Course, Kukkarahalli Lake,
Mysuru Palace, Chamundi Hill, Lashkar
Mohalla, Bus Stand etc.

Trin-Trin Cycle unveiling by the Hon'ble District
in-charge Minister, Mysuru - Dr. H.C. Mahadevappa,
along with other dignitaries.

- contributed by
Sourav Dhar, Transport Planner
Sheeba Shetty, Urban Planner & Anchor - Urban Design Vertical
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CYCLE DAY
City planning strategies in the past did not
focus to the required extent on promoting
sustainable modes of urban transport. As a
result, usage of sustainable modes like cycling
have come down drastically in metropolitan
cities like Bengaluru. 'Cycle Day' is an initiative
anchored by DULT, as a part of Bengaluru
Coalition for Open Streets (BCOS). BCOS is
non-profit collective comprised of DULT, Praja
RAAG, ESAF and individuals. 'Cycle Day' is a
campaign to promote
cycling as a mainstream
‘Cycle Day’ has found
The Directorate has been anchoring
mode of transport
its place in more than 25
‘Cycle Day’ since October 2013 which has found its
and to bring about an place in more than 25 neighborhoods of Bengaluru. neighbourhoods,
hosted
increase in the usage
by 27 community partners
of cycling for short to
(RWAs and NGOs) accounting
mid commutes, local shopping runs, preferred
for more than 190 cycle day events from 2013
mode for first and last mile connectivity, as well
till date. Cycle Day has become the vehicle
as an act of leisure. The Cycle Day initiative is
of change that sparked communities to come
supported by Bangalore Police (Law & Order,
together and pitchfork this initiative, by
Traffic) and BBMP. The event is hosted in
participating with the government in planning
neighborhoods by community partners.
and creation of infrastructure for sustainable
modes of transport.
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OPEN STREETS
The sustained efforts of conducting Cycle Day for
two years helped the government to scale up to
Open Streets, a larger initiative at HSR and MG
road in 2015 and 2016 respectively. The initiative
promotes the use of public transport, cycling
and walking by restricting the movement of all
motorized
personal
numerous dedicated
vehicles such as cars,
"Open Streets" aims to create an ideal neighborhood for a day
motorbikes, autos and where one does not use private transport modes, and instead citizen groups with a
long-term commitment
taxis, etc. within a given
uses bus, cycling and walking as means to commute.
and
potential
to
locality. It includes
promote
the
use
of
collaborative efforts
sustainable modes of transport. The second Open
of different organizations and groups like DULT
Streets event found its place at MG road turning
(Directorate of Urban Land Transport), Bangalore
it 'vehicle-free' on February 21, 2016 when cars
Metropolitan Transport Corporation (BMTC),
and bikes were replaced by people strolling
Bangalore Metro Rail Corporation Limited
across the 700m stretch from dawn to dusk.
(BMRCL), Bangalore Police (Law & Order),
'Cycle Day' and ‘Open Streets’ initiative urges
Bangalore Traffic Police (BTP), Department of
people to be open-minded and encourages
Forest Ecology & Environment, Department of
them to leave aside motorized transport for
Tourism, Bruhat Bengaluru Mahanagara Palike
short distant commutes and join the sustainable
(BBMP), Karnataka State Pollution Control
transport club!
Board and local citizen groups. HSR Layout was
- contributed by
chosen for the pilot attempt of Open Streets on
Niveditha Ravikumar, Urban Transit and
September 20, 2015 because of the presence of
Design Fellow
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Neighbourhood Improvement Plan (mobility)
for Sanjaynagar
“Planning with Communities for a better Neighbourhood”

DULT has been anchoring an awareness
program called ‘Cycle Day ‘ as a part of
Bangalore Coalition for Open Streets (BCOS)
in various neighborhoods of Bangalore since
October 2013. As an outcome of community
engagement through this initiative, Cycle Day
Community Partner at Sanjaynagar - Citizens
for Sustainability (CiFOS), requested DULT
to develop a mobility improvement plan for
Sanjaynagar focusing on improving pedestrian
infrastructure.
DULT took up the project ‘Neighborhood
Improvement Plan (mobility), Sanjaynagar’
to provide better transport infrastructure for
sustainable modes. The project aims to facilitate
the neighborhood with infrastructure that is
designed to prioritize Non-Motorized Transport
(NMT) users and enhance safety for them.
The key challenges faced in the project were to cater to the multiple right-of-way usages such
as vending activities, parking of private vehicles
etc. and to rationally reorganize the limited road
space for all such different users. Thus, while
managing the friction of the needs of multiple users,

Proposed designated vending zones
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Proposed detailed design near
Radhakrishna temple

DULT has worked out a detailed roadway design
for an initial stretch of 1.7 km (from Radhakrishna
temple to the Railway crossing at ORR) and has
submitted it to BBMP for implementation. The total
project cost of implementation for this 1.7 km
stretch amounts to Rs 1.6 crore approximately,
which will be funded by DULT from State Urban
Transport Fund (SUTF). In addition, Commissioner
of BBMP recently asked DULT to provide detailed
designs for additional 1.5km of Sanjayanagar
Main road, which is under preparation and will
be submitted to BBMP soon.
DULT is helping BBMP in implementation with
technical assistance, monitoring and funding of
the project. Notably, the success factor of the
project lies with the community members–their
positive demonstration of willingness to bring
in infrastructure for sustainable mobility and
attitudinal change in the people of Sanjaynagar.
Their active engagement and ownership of the
project has created an environment where all
the stakeholders are committed and keen in
witnessing the implementation of the project.
- contributed by
Ritumoni Sonowal, Transport Planner &
Anchor - Non-motorized Transport Vertical

Hon'ble MLA-Hebbal constituency,
Commissioner BBMP reviewing detailed drawings

Station Accessibility Plan

“Integrating Metro with neighborhoods”

Multi modal integration plaza at Rajeev
Gandhi Junction, Sampige Road

Since 2011 Namma Metro has been
commissioned by Bangalore Metro Rail
Corporation Limited (‘BMRCL’) for the purpose
of decongesting the roads in Bangalore. Station
Accessibility Plan was initiated by DULT ,which
aims at planning for safe and comfortable
movement of people around metro station area.
With Namma Metro almost fully functional and
30 stations opened for public use recently,
Station Accessibility Plan (SAP) has a vital role
to play.
SAP supports the idea of decreasing the usage of
private vehicles by replacing metro rail for most
of the long trips; thereby aiding in decongesting
the roads of Bangalore. The primary goal of
SAP is to enable people to safely access the
transit stations like bus stands, metro stations
and railway stations using sustainable and non
motorized transport.It will also help enhance the
ridership envisaged for metro in Bangalore.
The accessibility plan has two parts - Safe Access
Plan and Development Control Regulation
(DCR). The objective of Safe Access Plan is to
provide safe pedestrian and bicycle access to
metro stations and also address safe and easy
integration of modes.

Redesigning streets for safer pedestrian movements

DCR studies will help come up with overlay zones
around metro stations and not be regulated
through blanket zoning regulations. The DCR
studies aim to propose overlay regulations
looking into the character of the area surrounding
the Metro Station.
Safe Access Plan includes proposals for improving
public realm for pedestrians and cyclists by a
well networked footpaths, cycle tracks and safe
crossing at junctions and seamless integration
of public transport modes with other modes
for easy transfers. It is also intended to include
Development Control Regulations of the station
area in the Bangalore Master plan.
Currently, the modalities of implementation
are being worked out with the relevant
implementation agencies.

- contributed by
Richa Pandey, Transport Planner &
Anchor - Data, Research & Innovation Vertical
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Fort Bengaluru KR Market Metro Station Plaza Project

“Designing accessible public space
at Bengaluru's historic core”

DULT has prepared an urban design scheme
for the metro plaza at KR Market/ City Market
Metro Station. The urban design scheme aims at
shaping the plaza consisting of the metro station
exits as accessible public space for all its users
like the visitors to the hospital, medical students,
tourists and commuters of public Transport (BMTC
and Namma Metro), with a focus on pedestrian
priority and intermodal integration.
KR market metro station is located on the NorthSouth Metro line and is a significant destination
in Bangalore’s mobility map due to its location
and context. The metro station is located at the
heart of the erstwhile Bengaluru Fort serving a
catchment area that is of historic significance.
The station is bounded by Vani Vilas/Victoria
Hospital on the west, Kalasipalyam Bus Stand on
the east, remains of Tipu’s fort on the North and
Tipu’s Palace complex on the South. The latter
mentioned monuments are also two of the only
Archeological Survey of India(ASI) protected
monuments in Bengaluru Urban Area.
The underground portion of the metro station
(Station Box) is presently under construction. The
platform and concourse level and associated
service structures are nearing completion and
the construction of structures above ground is
underway.

An illustration of the southern side of the
proposed metro plaza

The area presents itself an opportunity that rarely
is possible in an old city context; to be reshaped
with better on ground mobility infrastructure and
quality public spaces.
Considering the historicity and importance of the
area, the K.R Market Metro station is envisioned
as the Gateway into the historic landscape of
Old Bengaluru where the station itself forms
an integral part of that landscape. Largely, the
following strategies have been adopted to give
shape to the urban design scheme. They are1. Working around Metro infrastructure to
create shared Public Spaces.
2. Access Integration between TTMC, Metro,
Hospital and tourist destinations.
3. Recognizing and Leveraging the Heritage
value of the precinct.
These strategies have been translated into an
overall urban design scheme that consists of
components such as design of K.R Road between
BMC Junction and the Fort-Hospital junction
as per Tender SURE specifications, junction
improvements to facilitate accessibility, design of
a public plaza, street-scaping of Fort C road as
an effort to integrate Bus stand and Metro and
others.

An illustration of the urban design scheme for the
proposed KR Market Metro Station Plaza
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- contributed by
Ann Jacob, Urban Planner
Sheeba Shetty, Urban Planner & Anchor - Urban Design Vertical

Hubli-Dharwad BRTS

“Connecting Twin Cities”

BRT Depot, Hubli- Under Construction

Hubli-Dharwad Bus
Rapid Transit System
(BRTS) is the first BRTS in
Karnataka. The Comprehensive
Traffic and Transportation Plan
(CTTP) of Hubli-Dharwad has
proposed 69.60 km of BRTS
network in Hubli-Dharwad. The
Government of Karnataka has
taken up the implementation of
BRTS for 22.25 km in the first
phase.
The total cost of the project is
Rs.692.00 Crores with a part
assistance from the World
Bank-Global
Environment
Facility Program (GEF) assisted
Sustainable Urban Transport
Project (SUTP). The BRTS corridor
has cross sections ranging from
44 m to 35 m.

The system
features include
dedicated ‘bus only’
lanes, (2 lanes for BRTS on
either side of the median bus
stations), ITS and Adaptive
Traffic Control System (ATCS),
off board ticketing, median bus
stations,high-tech buses etc.
The project also encompasses
upgradation of the public
transport infrastructure in the
city by developing bus depots,
workshops, terminals and
interchanges.

Currently,
an area of
69.23 acres
of land has been acquired
out of total 72.29 acres required
for the project. The construction
of mixed traffic lanes abutting the
BRT corridor and that of depots,
terminals, interchanges, median
bus stations is in progress. The
ITS related components are
in tender award stage. The
BRTS services are planned
to be commissioned by
March-2018.
- contributed by
Veena Nirwani, Assistant Director
Abhishek Ranjan Prasad, Public Transport
Specialist

Grade separator at Navanagar
for BRTS

Median Bus Station and Mixed
traffic lane - Under Construction

Regional Interchange at Hosur, Hubli
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Proposed Bus Priority Corridor
The Whitefield area is one of the major hubs for
IT and other industries. Significant trips happen
daily between the various parts of Bengaluru
city to Whitefield area. There are more than 130
BMTC schedules that connects the city center to
the Whitefield area, via MG Road. While many
employees of IT industry are eager to use public
transport (buses), existing congestion on both
the roads leading to Whitefield makes bus travel
less preferred, as it takes more than two hours
to commute to Whitefield from MG road during
peak hours.
In October 2015, BBMP approached DULT
to look into the feasibility of Bus Priority Lanes
(i.e. dedicated lanes only for BMTC buses)
connecting Whitefield to the city center- mainly
the MG Road. The aim was to connect the highly
congested Whitefield area and its surroundings
to the city center via a fast and reliable public
transport system.
Two routes were proposed by BBMP to check
the feasibility of Bus Priority Lanes to connect
the above places. Route 1- MG Road (from
Mayo Hall) to Hope Farm via Old Madras Road
(Trinity Junction, Ulsoor, KR Puram, ITPL Main
Road) - approximately 19 km and Route 2- MG
Road (from Mayo Hall) to Hope Farm via Old
Airport Road (connecting Garuda Mall, Hosmat
Hospital, ASC Centre, Domlur, HAL, Kundanhalli
Gate, Varthur Kodi, Whitefield) - approximately
17 km.

Bird Eye View- graphical presentation showing Bus
Priority Lanes and Mixed Traffic Lanes on either side
of the carriageway
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“Placing Public Transport… First”
A joint inspection was held for both the routes
by DULT, BMTC and BBMP in mid- October
to check the feasibility of the routes based on
various indicators. A meeting was held to discuss
the feasibility of Bus Priority Lanes on the selected
routes and it was decided to take Old Airport
Road as pilot corridor to implement the Bus
Priority concept. Key decisions made were• Old Airport Road to be taken up as the Bus
Priority Corridor on Pilot basis; Bus Priority
Lanes to start from the Trinity Metro Station
for integration between Metro and BMTC;
BMTC to re-route some of its buses
• Kadugodi Bus Terminal to be included in the
corridor for integration between rail and
buses
• The pilot corridor is to be designed for
kerb side bus only lanes; Bus lanes to be
physically non- segregated
• Bus only lanes to be operational only during
peak hours (morning & evening)
• Private buses and emergency vehicles to be
allowed to ply on the bus only lane; however
only BMTC buses will be allowed to stop at
the designated bus stops
• Preparing new designs for the Bus bay and
Bus shelter as per BMTC requirements
• Design of Road Markings/ Signages based
on international standards (if not available
in IRC)
Design Elements of Bus Priority Lanes After finalization of pilot corridor, DULT’s
technical team started working on the various

Actual Site photograph- showing the
under construction exclusive bus bay

design elements (detail corridor design, design
of bus bays and bus shelter, design of signages
and marking on the corridor, design of junctions,
etc.). After many rounds of meetings with
stakeholders, the final drawings were submitted
to BBMP for implementation. Below is the list of
design concepts and principles, followed for the
pilot corridor
1. Bus Priority lane
a) Bus Priority lanes would be provided on
		 extreme left (curb side lanes) in both
		directions
b) Width varies between minimum 3.0M
		 to maximum 3.5M
2. Bus Priority lane at proposed
Underpasses
a) Bus priority lanes will continue in the
		 underpass at junctions where
		 underpasses are proposed.
b) Buses exiting the corridor are expected
		 to take the slip roads
3. Mixed traffic lane
Width varies between minimum 3.0M to
maximum 3.75M

4. Weaving Sections
a) Provided to facilitate left turning
		 vehicular movements, at junctions with
		 significant left turning volumes and will
be demarcated by pavement markings
for easy identification.
b) At junctions where the left turning
movements are not significant, the
private vehicles turning left from the
mixed traffic lanes should yield for
buses and cut through the bus priority
lane.
5. Footpath space
The minimum footpath space of 1.5 m shall
be provided
6. Signage and Markings
a) Specially designed signages for the
		 corridor with distinct color to be used
b) For Road Markings, IRC 35-1997 has
		 been followed, wherever applicable
7. Bus Bay/ Shelter design
a) Bus bays of 30M - 45M would be
		 provided at most of the bus stops
b) Modular bus shelter design is followed
along the corridor
8. Junctions Design
a) Major junctions have been designed
for safe pedestrian movements
b) Median Refuge Island has been
provided for pedestrian safety
c) Right/U-turning auxiliary lanes have
been given at feasible locations

Design Elements of Bus Priority Lanes

Currently, BBMP has started the implementation
of Bus Priority lanes from Hope Farm Junction
to Varthur Kodi Junction. In the process the kerb
has been shifted as per the drawings on either
side of the road between these two junctions
and are now laying pavement tiles on the same.
The kerb shifting and improvement works is also
underway between Varthur Kodi Junction and
Kundanhalli Gate Junction.
- contributed by
Yougal Tak, Senior Transport Planner
& Anchor, Urban Transport Vertical

Graphical representation of the proposed bus shelter
design to be implemented in pilot corridor
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TESTIMONIALS

“I have interned at different government
organizations since my Civil Engineering
time. Now, as a Transport Planning student,
I have been an intern at DULT for the past
two months. During my stint here, I have
experienced a corporate cum government
based set up in terms of functioning and
work environment. DULT as a government
agency maintains discipline and decorum
in all aspects. Also, the freedom to develop
our own innovative methodologies for the
allotted projects has helped us improve
our confidence level. Our team which
worked on Station Accessibility Plan (SAP)
- Majestic, received practical guidance
from mentors on regular basis. Importantly,
I have understood the importance of data
accuracy through on-ground surveys.
Overall, DULT is an example of how all
planning offices will work in future!”

“Every internship team in DULT comprised
a mix of students from backgrounds like
Transport Planning, Urban Planning,
Town Planning, Transport Engineering
and Infrastructure Engineering Design.
As an intern with civil engineering and
transport engineering background, DULT
provided an opportunity to collaborate
with planning interns and also share my
Transport modeling knowledge with my
co-interns.”
- Shilpa Nair

M. Tech (Transport Engineering), NIT K Surathkal

- Hemanga Goswami

MURP (Transport), CEPT Ahmedabad.
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SEPTEMBER

4th

11th

18th

25th

Sanjaynagar

RT Nagar

HSR Layout

Malleshwaram

Community Partner
CiFoS

Community Partner
Visvesvaraya Nagar Welfare
Association

Community Partner
HSR Cyclists

Community Partner
Malleshwaram Swabhimana
Initiative (MSI)

Nagarbhavi

Gayathrinagar

Atturu Layout

Community Partner
Lion's Club

Community Partner
Rajajinagar D Block Resident's
Welfare Association - Green
Gayathrinagar

Community Partner
ANKURA
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OCTOBER

2nd

9th

16th

23rd

Sanjaynagar

RT Nagar

HSR Layout

Atturu Layout

Community Partner
CiFoS

Community Partner
Visvesvaraya Nagar Welfare
Association

Community Partner
HSR Cyclists

Community Partner
ANKURA

Nagarbhavi
Community Partner
Lion's Club

Gayathrinagar
Community Partner
Rajajinagar D Block Resident's
Welfare Association - Green
Gayathrinagar

30th
ISRO/
Kumaraswamy
Layout
Community Partner
RWA + Rotary Club

NOVEMBER

6th

13th

20th

27th

Sanjaynagar

Nagarbhavi

HSR Layout

Community Partner
CiFoS

Community Partner
Lion's Club

Community Partner
HSR Cyclists

ISRO/
Kumaraswamy
Layout

Koramangala

Bhuvanagiri

Community Partner
Koramangala 3rd Block RWA

Community Partner
Bhuvanagiri Welfare
Association

Community Partner
RWA + Rotary Club

DECEMBER

4th

11th

18th

25th

Sanjaynagar

Bhuvanagiri

HSR Layout

Community Partner
CiFoS

Community Partner
Bhuvanagiri Welfare
Association

Community Partner
HSR Cyclists

ISRO/
Kumaraswamy
Layout

Koramangala

Community Partner
RWA + Rotary Club

Community Partner
Koramangala 3rd Block RWA

CYCLE RENTALS AVAILABLE AT VEHICLE FREE CUBBON PARK
ON ALL SUNDAYS FROM 6.00 AM TO 6.00 PM
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The concept of "Transit Roots" as the name of DULT's newsletter, emerged from the idea that
DULT's focus on planning for the city's transit is from the grassroots level. Grassroots planning
entails transit planning for cities with a bottom-up approach with sufficient data backing. Roots is
also a pun for its homophone 'Routes'- a word meaning a way or course taken to travel.

shaping the way cities move

Directorate of Urban Land Transport
Urban Development Department,
GOK, Bengaluru

Address: BMTC, TTMC "B" Block (above bus stand)
4th Floor, K.H. Road, Shanthinagar, Bengaluru - 560027.
Ph: 080-22226627, FAX: 080-22226630,
E-mail: dultbangalore@gmail.com, Web: www.urbantransport.kar.gov.in
Skype: dultbangalore

DULT on Social Media
DULT Facebook Page: www.facebook.com/directorateofurbanlandtransport
Cycle Day Facebook Page: www.facebook.com/blrcycleday
Open Streets-Bengaluru Blog: www.openstreetsbengaluru.wordpress.com
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